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Abstract 
 
Simulink PLC Coder extension for Mathworks Simulink modeling software provides a novel 
approach for designing and exporting complex controls systems for PLCs and PACs. Our senior 
design team utilized the software to better optimize furnace controls in a feed forward system for 
our industrial sponsor. This report will reflect on the process of using PLC coder to model and 
create IDE specific structured text code for the furnace control system. The coder extension 
allows the user to build a complex system model in Simulink, including mock-ups of the controls 
and plant. Simulink can verify operation through simulation and built in diagnostics. After the 
model is verified, the controls system can be isolated and PLC Coder can generate PLC code 
from it for multiple target IDEs. The resulting code will be commented and tagged to assist in the 
ease of integration within an existing system. This process will greatly reduce the time for 
delivery of complex controls systems for industrial PLC applications.  

1. Introduction 

As modern industry evolves to meet increased demands for safety, speed, and quality from 
customers so must control systems. Increasingly complex industrial processes require more 
robust control systems to operate. An extension of Mathwork’s MATLAB software, Simulink, is 
a program designed to model and verify real word systems in a simulated environment. Simulink 
is an invaluable tool for control designer as it can be used to observe processes and take data in a 
cost-effective way. MathWorks took the practicality of the Simulink software one step further in 
2016 with the release of PLC Coder, an extension designed to take complex control systems 
modeled in Simulink and convert them to PLC code for multiple IDEs [1]. Not only does PLC 
Coder develop the PLC code text, it can also thoroughly comment the code, generate 
testbenches, and troubleshoot the Simulink model to be best adapted for PLC. 

This paper will cover the process for designing a steel furnace model using Simulink, how to 
properly design the system to work with PLC Coder, and how to convert the code to PLC. The 
data and furnace model used in this paper were pulled from a senior design project the authors 
have completed. The purpose of the paper is to introduce the power of PLC Coder and how it can 
be used in the creation of complex control system. 
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2.   Similar Work 
 

Festo AG a robotics company used PLC Coder in the pursuit of creating an industrial robot 
which could interact directly with operators. The robotic arm deemed, the Bionic Handling 
Assistant, operated with 11 degrees of freedom, 12 pneumatic chambers, 13 actuators, and 12 
position sensors [2]. In order to save time and money, Festo AG opted to model the controls in 
Simulink instead of using a traditional hardware prototyping approach. From the Simulink model 
Festo AG was able to generate IEC 61131 structured text code for PLC integration. Vintecc, a 
Belgian consulting firm, used PLC Coder to help design the controllers for a 780hp custom 
harvesting machine. The new machine was designed to haul 100 tons of produce at a time and 
operated on multiple axes. By implanting a model-based design through Simulink Vintecc was 
able to complete the project months ahead of schedule since 90 percent of the design was 
verified before hardware was introduced [3]. Once again, the PLC Coder was used and generated 
IEC 61131 structured text for PLC, specifically CODESYS compliant structured text.  Engel, a 
global leader in injection molding machines, services customers in the automotive, packaging, 
and medical industries. When designing the injection molding machines, they used to have teams 
of engineers create structured text for the control systems by hand. Once created the controls 
would be verified using a mix of simulated and hardware tests [4]. By introducing PLC Coder, 
Engel was able to reduce testing and coding time by design control systems within the Simulink 
environment.   

3.   Modeling Systems in Simulink 
 
Before Simulink is a powerful tool for modeling and testing real world systems; it uses a visual 
block diagram system which the user connects routes between function blocks to create models. 
To better understand how to create PLC Coder-friendly models in Simulink, the user must be 
able to identify four main components in the system being modeled. 

       • Inputs: Every system will have some kind of input, these inputs can range from sensor 
readings that can be counting, testing level, taking temperature, and many more actions. 
Identifying the inputs before modeling will help the designer better understand how to 
integrate the created PLC code into a real-world system. 

       • Control Model: Once inputs are identified a control system which takes and manipulates the 
data from the inputs can be created. The control system is designed to control a determined 
process, this means the controls can be as simple as a greater than or less than function or as 
complex as a PID controller with feedback. 

       • Plant Model: In order to properly model a control system, the plant must also be modeled in 
Simulink. The plant should be created to mimic the real-world process being controlled. In 
the case of this paper, the plant model will mimic a furnace for heating strips of steel to a 
predetermined temperature. 

       • Outputs: The inputs are the parameters which drive the control system, outputs on the other 
hand are used to drive the plant operation. The outputs will be taken from the control model 
and are used to control the real-world plant once converted to PLC code. 
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For the purpose of this paper, a model of a steel furnace is used as an example of a system 
modeled in Simulink. The example shown in Figure 1 is labeled to help identify the four main 
components (Figure 1): one for inputs, two for control model, three for plant model, and four for 
outputs.  

 
Figure1. Example of control system in Simulink 

 
4.   Preparing the Model for Conversions 
 
For the PLC Coder to effectively convert the Simulink model for the controls into structured text 
usable by a PLC, a few alterations need to be made. First, the control and plant models need to 
be separated into individual subsystems. Next, all functions in the control subsystem must be 
changed to respond discretely. Finally, the control subsystem must be changed to an atomic 
subsystem. 

A. Isolating the Controls from the Plant 

To properly transfer the Simulink model to PLC code, the controls in the model and plant model 
need to be separated into individual subsystems. This is done to isolate the controls, since they 
are the portion of the model that is to be converted to PLC code. Figure 2 shows an example of a 
combined furnace model; the line represents where the model would be separated in order the 
isolate the controls from the plant. 

B. Convert to Discrete Operation 

Next, all function blocks within the control subsystem must operate discretely. This is done so 
the system is optimized to run on the weaker hardware found in PLCs. If run in continuous 
mode, the function blocks will operate as though they are receiving and sending analog signals; 
this takes much more computing power to operate quickly. In discrete mode, the function blocks 
will act as though they are operating on digital signals.  
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Figure 2. Isolating the control from the plant 

 

C. Treat Subsystem as Atomic Unit 

Finally, the controls subsystem must be converted to be treated as an atomic unit as shown in 
Figure 3. The subsystem is treated as an atomic unit in order to prevent execution order errors 
among the function blocks within the subsystem. It ensures that the execution order also will not 
have conflicts with other subsystems created on the same level as the control subsystem [5]. 

 

 
Figure 3. Atomic subsystem 

 
 

5.   Converting to PLC 
 
The first step to converting the Simulink model to PLC is verifying that the model meets the 
requirements for PLC Coder. This is done by right clicking the model and navigating to the 
“Check Subsystem Compatibility” tab as shown in Figure 4. Once the compatibility check is run, 
any errors will appear in a separate window which will identify them in the model.     
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Figure 4. Check for system compatibility 
 
Next, the user will navigate back to the PLC Code selection and press the options tab. This will 
bring up a selection screen which allows a few actions to take place. A target IDE can be 
selected from a drop-down menu, shown in Figure 5. Some IDEs include are 

      •   CoDeSys 
      •   B&R Automation Studio 3.0 & 4.0 
      •   Rockwell Studio & RSLogix 5000 
      •   Siemens Simatic & TIA   
      •   OMRON Sysmac Studio 
 

The final step before generating the code is to decide whether or not to include a test bench with 
the code. The testbench is generated to verify the operation of the code once it is downloaded 
onto the PLC and can be a useful troubleshooting tool. The code generated from PLC Coder will 
be IEC 61131 structured text. 

6.   PLC Output 
 
The final step of the conversion process is understanding the output from the PLC Coder and is 
shown in Figure 6. The code generated is IEC 61131 structured text, and in the example for this 
paper the code was generated to accommodate Rockwell Studio 5000. When the code is 
generated There are a few additions made to help the designer. First, all the input and outputs are 
turned into tags for the PLC, this allows the designer to quickly plug the program into existing 
systems as a subroutine. Next, the code is heavily commented to help the designer identify what 
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different parts of the code are in relation to the Simulink model. Overall, the generated code is 
created to be quickly identified and implemented into a controls system. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. IDE selection & code generation 

 
7.   Conclusion 

The PLC Coder extension for MathWorks Simulink will help revolutionize how industry 
designs, tests, and implements complex control systems. Using the steel furnace design as an 
example, using PLC Coder the system was designed, verified, and programmed in an afternoon 
without any expense other than the cost of the software. Simulink PLC Coder is an invaluable 
tool for designers creating PLC code for complex control systems and represents a cost-effective 
and time-saving approach to model-based design.  
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Figure 6. Structured text 

    
8.   Future Work 

The furnace design model represented in this paper was created in MATLAB version r2018a, 
which only supports structured text conversion using PLC Coder. With the recent release of 
MATLAB version r2019a, PLC Coder has been updated to generate ladder logic alongside 
structured text. This will pander to a wider audience whose experience is in designing control 
systems for PLC in ladder logic. On top of generating ladder logic for PLC, the new update will 
allow designers to import existing ladder logic programs directly to Simulink. This function will 
greatly change the cost of prototyping and testing code in industry. Since control systems can be 
verified in a simulated environment, it will greatly reduce cost and time to deliver for projects. 
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